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LASTING LEGACIES

12 INFLUENTIAL ASIAN CANADIAN ARTISTS
This Asian Heritage Month, we’re celebrating the achievements of figures
past and present who have made their mark on Canadian art.

Since the arrival of the first Chinese immigrants to British
Columbia in 1788, Asian Canadians have made vital
contributions to the development of our country in every
field, including the visual arts. Inspired by the theme of
this year’s Asian Heritage Month, “Continuing a Legacy of
Greatness,” this week we’re showcasing works by acclaimed
artists from the turn of the twentieth century to the present
who demonstrate the exceptional creativity, innovation, resilience,
and diversity of Asian Canadian communities. From C.D. Hoy’s photographic
portraits of people living in the frontier town of Quesnel, British Columbia, to
Kazuo Nakamura’s famed blue/green landscape paintings, to Ness Lee’s focus
on the queer Asian diaspora, the selection below reveals how Asian Canadian
creators have pioneered new directions in our nation’s art, often by addressing
overlooked experiences and perspectives.
Sara Angel
Founder and Executive Director, Art Canada Institute

AUGUST, MORNING REFLECTIONS
by Kazuo Nakamura

Kazuo Nakamura, August, Morning Reflections, 1961, National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa.

Only a slice of sky is visible in this serene landscape by
the versatile Japanese Canadian artist Kazuo Nakamura
(1926–2002). A member of the influential Painters Eleven
group, throughout his career Nakamura experimented with
abstraction and figuration in his paintings and sculptures.
He drew inspiration from nature and mathematics, and from
diverse Eastern and Western influences. August, Morning
Reflections, 1961, presents a nearly monochromatic view across
a lake towards a forested shore. While the limited palette references Japanese
art, Nakamura’s intricate brushwork is reminiscent of Impressionist techniques.
The combination, unique to this iconic Canadian painter, resulted in some of his
most significant and sought-after works.
Read more in ACI’s
Kazuo Nakamura: Life & Work by John G. Hatch

A SOFT PLACE TO LAND
by Ness Lee

Ness Lee, installation view of a soft place to land in the exhibition Elusive Desires
at the Varley Art Gallery of Markham, 2021.

In this evocative and immersive installation, the Toronto-based
Hakka-Chinese Canadian artist Ness Lee transforms a gallery’s
sterile space into an ethereal, tender, and welcoming site.
Floating figures with long black hair occupy the centre,
the ceiling, and the walls of the room where they meet in
an embrace. Visitors are not only witnesses to this intimate
act—they become part of it, enveloped by the dark waves
underneath and around them. Titled a soft place to land, 2021,
in this work and others by Lee—a finalist for the 2020 Doug Wright Awards—
the queer Asian diaspora is foregrounded through mythic bodies whose “elusive
desires” become universal experiences.
Learn more about Ness Lee

MELLY SHUM HATES HER JOB
by Ken Lum

Ken Lum, Melly Shum HATES Her Job, 1989, Courtesy of Ken Lum.

With this work, Vancouver-born Ken Lum (b.1956), the recipient
of the 2019 Gershon Iskowitz Prize, examines issues of race
and class, as well as the nature of language. The intensity of
the word “hates” in pulsating red contrasts with the pictured
woman’s pleasant, mild-mannered demeanour—a reflection
of the artist’s characteristic wry humour. When this phototext piece was featured in Lum’s exhibition at the Witte de
With Center for Contemporary Art in Rotterdam in 1990—and a
reproduction on the building’s exterior advertised the show—the work became
a famous fixture in the city. So much so that in January 2021, the Witte de With
officially changed its name to Kunstinstituut Melly (Melly Art Institute).
Explore the upcoming exhibition
Ken Lum: Death and Furniture at the Art Gallery of Ontario

SOUVENIRS OF THE SELF
(LAKE LOUISE)
by Jin-me Yoon

Jin-me Yoon, Souvenirs of the Self (Lake Louise) (detail), 1991/2019, Courtesy of Jin-me Yoon.

In this self-portrait by Korean-born, Vancouver-based
Jin-me Yoon (b.1960)—a finalist for the 2022 Scotiabank
Photography Award—the artist stands centred before the
epic and iconic landscape at Lake Louise in Banff National
Park, Alberta. The photograph is one of six picture postcards
in the series Souvenirs of the Self, 1991, which features Yoon
posing before popular sites around the resort town. She deftly
challenges how postcards and tourist snapshots are often banal
images that repeat and reinforce nationalistic narratives. As Yoon has said, “I am
interested in appropriating the genre of landscape photography to question the
constructed ‘nature’ of Canadian identity.” By inserting herself into the picture,
she asks, “Imaged in the heroic setting of the Canadian Rockies, can I as a nonWestern woman enjoy a ‘naturalized’ relationship to this landscape?”
Learn more about Jin-me Yoon

TRAVELLER 5
by Rajni Perera

Rajni Perera, Traveller 5, 2019, commissioned by RBC Corporate Art Collection.

In her widely-shown series Traveller, Sri Lankan-born Toronto
artist Rajni Perera (b.1985)—who was a finalist for the 2021
Sobey Art Award—envisions immigrant and displaced
peoples thriving in an impending world where large-scale
environmental destruction represents the greatest threat
to human survival. Her science fiction-inspired portraits of
hybrid beings, equipped with layers of protection that include
ancestral knowledge and bodily armour, engage with themes
of climate crisis, mutation, and cultural change. With this work, Perera asks
these questions about our future: “What does it look like at the end? Who would
win? Is it Caucasians/Europeans who have been coddled by their privilege for
decades, or is it resilient people who have the genetics to move forward, past
the environmental collapse? What would they look like at that point? How do
they dress? Where are they going and where do they end up?”
Learn more about Rajni Perera

THE REALM OF APPEARANCES
by Matthew Wong

Matthew Wong, The Realm of Appearances, 2018, private collection.

This vibrant, dreamlike landscape, composed of meticulously
applied dabs of paint, forming a rich array of patterns
and textures, was the centrepiece of the late Edmontonbased Matthew Wong’s (1984–2019) highly acclaimed
first American solo exhibition held at Manhattan’s Karma
Gallery in 2018. A solitary grey figure peers into a well in
the left foreground, hinting at the existence of another world
underneath the colourful scenery. Wong was a self-taught artist
who improvised his compositions, which have been compared to works by
celebrated Post-Impressionists like Vincent van Gogh (1853–1890), Henri Matisse
(1869–1954), and Pierre Bonnard (1867–1947).
Learn more about Matthew Wong

Share this newsletter with friends who love Canada’s art,
or invite them to sign up here for our weekly dispatch.

LIM POI (LIKELY)
by C.D. Hoy

C.D. Hoy, Lim Poi (likely), a pig farmer near Prince George and business owner in Quesnel and
Barkerville, c.1910, Barkerville Historic Town Archives.

One of the first recorded Chinese Canadian photographers,
C.D. (Chow Dong) Hoy (1883–1973) ran a portrait studio in the
frontier town of Quesnel, British Columbia, in the early 1900s.
He photographed Indigenous leaders, transient miners, and
Chinese and European settlers who sought to have their
likenesses preserved before his lens. This work is thought to
represent Lim Poi, a prominent pig farmer and business owner
who meets our gaze with a formal and enduring self-assurance.
Unlike most of Hoy’s portraits, it is unusual in that the subject dons traditional
dress. The sitter’s choice of clothing is significant, as most other Chinese men
present themselves in Western-style suits throughout Hoy’s archive.
Learn more in ACI’s online exhibition
Through the Lens of C.D. Hoy

MAHARAJA
by P.Mansaram

P.Mansaram, Maharaja, 1966–68, Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto.

Indian-born Panchal Mansaram (1934–2020)—who styled his
name as P.Mansaram—moved to Canada in 1966, where he
became one of the earliest artists of the South Asian diaspora
and enjoyed a career that lasted fifty years. In Maharaja,
1966–68, the vivid orange background is overlaid with Indian
and Canadian cultural references, including portraits of Ram
Singh, regarded as Jaipur’s first “modern” Maharaja, and Prime
Minister Pierre Trudeau, who was dubbed the “Father of Modern
Canada.” They are accompanied by reproductions of Indian miniature paintings,
pages from religious texts, and a detailed red-ink astrological chart in the upper
right. Maharaja exemplifies the Burlington, Ontario-based artist’s innovative
experimentation with mixed-media collage as a means of expressing themes
of migration, cultural identity, and spirituality.
Learn more about P.Mansaram

RECONNECTION
by Chun Hua Catherine Dong

Chun Hua Catherine Dong, Reconnection, 2021, Courtesy of Chun Hua Catherine Dong.

This arresting image from the series Reconnection, 2021,
documents a performance by Chinese-born Montreal
artist Chun Hua Catherine Dong—a finalist for the 2020
MNBAQ Contemporary Art Award—along the shores of
the St. Lawrence River in Charlevoix, Quebec. Dressed in
an elaborate Beijing opera costume, she carried out a series
of gestures with different objects, such as the flags seen
here, while viewing the Great Wall of China through her VR
(virtual reality) goggles. Dong, who explores questions of race, culture, gender,
and politics in her practice, comments, “When performing the gestures in
Charlevoix, I could touch, smell, and sense the Canadian landscape—one of my
homes—around me, but visually I was immersed in the Chinese landscape of
the Great Wall: a barrier to a place—a home—where I cannot currently be.”
Learn more about Chun Hua Catherine Dong
Explore the artist’s work at the
Art Souterrain Festival in Montreal

FOOTHILLS LOOKING WEST
by Takao Tanabe

Takao Tanabe, Foothills Looking West, n.d., Courtesy of Takao Tanabe.

With its sublime horizontal bands of field and sky, this prairie
landscape by celebrated British Columbia-based artist Takao
Tanabe (b.1926) is both subtle and striking. Born in Prince
Rupert, Tanabe was interned along with most Japanese
Canadians under government policy during the Second
World War. He went on to study art in Canada, the United
States, England, and Japan. From the 1950s until the 1970s
Tanabe primarily painted abstract works. Since then, his distinctive
landscapes reveal the influence of abstraction in their pared-down compositions.
As in Foothills Looking West, Tanabe’s broad washes of colour captivate the viewer
and make him one of this country’s most recognized and revered artists.
Learn more about Takao Tanabe

LUMAPIT SA AKIN, PARAISO
(COME TO ME, PARADISE)
by Stephanie Comilang

Stephanie Comilang, Lumapit Sa Akin, Paraiso (Come to Me, Paradise), 2016, installation view
of the Sobey Art Award Exhibition at the Art Gallery of Alberta, Edmonton, 2019.

Lumapit Sa Akin, Paraiso (Come to Me, Paradise) is a sciencefiction documentary by Toronto- and Berlin-based Filipina
Canadian artist Stephanie Comilang (b.1980). Told from
the perspective of a ghost spirit in the form of a drone, the
film follows three Filipina migrant workers in Hong Kong
and explores how the labourers claim their own space every
Sunday in a foreign place. The notion of home is central to
Comilang’s interdisciplinary practice. As she said of her work
in an interview following her receipt of the 2019 Sobey Art Award, “[It] has
to be really personal, and home is the only place I can start from as an artist.
The things I naturally gravitate towards are ideas around diaspora and
migration, and how immigrants and migrants create spaces for themselves.”
Learn more about Stephanie Comilang

金山夢 GOLD MOUNTAIN DREAMS
(FLAG)
by Karen Tam

Karen Tam, 金山夢 Gold Mountain Dreams (Flag), 2021, Courtesy of Karen Tam and Galerie
Hugues Charbonneau, Montreal.

Montreal artist and curator Karen Tam’s (b.1977) work 金山夢
Gold Mountain Dreams (Flag), 2021, pays tribute to the tens of
thousands of miners from China who journeyed to the Lower
Fraser Valley in British Columbia in search of gold in the midnineteenth century. The embroidered and sequin-decorated
flag evokes the overseas journeys of these early immigrants
by borrowing elements from the naval imperial ensign of the
Qing dynasty (1644–1912), which similarly features a lively dragon
within a triangular composition. Tam’s use of colourful satin and sequins recalls
Cantonese Opera, a popular form of entertainment that Chinese people brought
to Victoria in the late nineteenth century. Winner of the Prix Giverny Capital 2021,
Tam examines histories of the Chinese diaspora and asks how stories, spaces, and
communities that have largely been lost to time may be rendered visible.
Learn more in ACI’s online exhibition
Autumn Tigers

Our entire collection of newsletters can be found on the ACI website,
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